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The past few weeks have been truly incredible at CEMS. We ran into a few stumbling blocks as
we attempted to input a schedule that was created using excel, into PowerSchool. The previous
administration had put a ton of work into hand building schedules for teachers and students, but
unfortunately, with the office staff and counselor staff turnover, not all of the information was
entered into PowerSchool and Jake Haugevik had to work out a lot of problems as he and our
staff manually entered data in late August. We were still able to meet our timeline in terms of
getting information out to families, students, and teachers and we were transparent about the
potential for errors in schedules going into the year. Our community was incredibly patient with
us in every way. They alerted us when they saw a glaring error (one student was signed up for
saxophone sectionals and they had never touched an instrument in their lives!) and they asked
thoughtful and supportive clarifying questions. We decided early on that communication was
one of the most important things we could bring to the CEMS community and, to that end, we
committed to keeping people informed at all steps of the process.

We are a week into the school year, and we still have a few minor glitches with some student
schedules. We also have some programs that we are waiting to fully get off the ground while
things settle in (pull out G/T classes being one of these), but overall, our team pulled together
and ensured that every student and teacher had a clear schedule this past week.

We are aware, however, that the current schedule has its flaws. We are going to have to pull
together a scheduling committee soon to begin the process of examining and thinking about a
more sustainable middle school schedule going forward. We are also engaging staff to look at
ways we can make low to no impact improvements to this year's schedule.

During the summer, Sarah did check-ins with almost half of the CEMS staff. The four themes
that came up during those check-ins were, Communication, Connectedness, Clarity, and Trust.
At our pre-school year Team Leaders Meeting, Sarah shared these themes and some of the
messages that she heard during these check-ins. Jake and Sarah worked to show how these
themes would be woven into the fabric of everything that they do and hoped to do at CEMS for
the year. One of the ways in which we hope to use some of the previous admin's initiatives to
address these themes is by re-branding the Vertical Teacher Support a bit into a
Peer-Partnership model where the focus is on connection. We see this partnership between
teachers, across grade levels, as a way to build relationships which will enable staff to begin
difficult conversations around curriculum alignment, scope and sequence, and best practices
that we are gearing up for as we move forward. Jake and Sarah have also been clear that a
focus on strengthening our identity as a middle school that believes in and uses strong middle
level philosophies to guide decision making will help support this work. Teachers began their
peer-partnerships on Tuesday and this Monday at our monthly staff meeting, peer partners will
have their first opportunity to begin to debrief their experiences with each other and with the staff
as a whole. We will use each month's staff meeting to support this work through intentional
dialogue.



A clear need at CEMS that Sarah and Jake heard over and over again was to address
behaviors. We decided that a simple, streamlined focus on safety was what was needed for the
time being. We started by clearly communicating our intentions and our thoughts regarding
safety expectations to the team leaders and used them as a feedback mechanism to get staff
input. Once we had staff input, we sent out a handful of clear expectations, all directly
connected to the larger theme of safety, to our families. We used some of our staff-day time to
reiterate the handful of expectations that we were going to focus on this year to our staff. As
school began, we led grade level assemblies where Jake and Sarah clearly laid out safety
expectations for the year. We also reiterated these expectations at lunch and recess (where we
as admin are present and supporting staff who are also on duty), and so far, the entire building,
including some of our tougher grade levels, feels safer and more in control than many have
reported it has felt in a long time.

The 5th Grade Start-Up half day was also a wonderful way to set the tone for the year. We
made sure that the whole staff was involved in several of the day's activities so the 5th grade
teachers didn't feel alone in working with kids that day, and the reports were that it gave our 5th
graders and our teachers a great way to gently introduce our youngest students, show them the
building in a low pressure way, and for everyone to get eyes on these new kiddos to start to
know who they were. All in all, it was a success and something that we hope to continue in the
future.

Our Open House on Thursday, September 8th was also a success. Our staff came out and was
genuinely excited to welcome our families into the building after not having the public visit us for
so long. We held to some very specific time frames and as a result, staff felt that their time was
respected while also feeling like they had served our families and students well. The turn out
was incredible, especially at the lower grades, and we are looking forward to hosting other
family events in the future.

In summary, it has been a somewhat exhausting transition for Jake and Sarah! But an incredibly
fulfilling one. Our staff is feeling hopeful, happy, and supported and Jake and Sarah are looking
for ways to continue to ensure CEMS' growth.

Thank you for your support and please don't hesitate to send us any questions.
Sarah

Links:
Association for Middle Level Education's Attributes and Characteristics of a Successful Middle
School

Summer Team Leader's Agenda with Sarah's Check in Take Aways

Welcome Students: Grade Level Assembly Slide Show

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1X_IGJUeraHaz2wvtLy3otntToNNGq3FK/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1X_IGJUeraHaz2wvtLy3otntToNNGq3FK/view
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1OTgRFanBOQm6DUwkRgM3WeRMlveM-oRSnULTeICNXjE/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/13zCNutLWllMamhwuAWWLQZA4XKt8NXmkICRHyfhOJTc/edit

